You won’t believe what this talk is going to be about!

Click next to see what happens
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Cryptographers see Obfuscation for the first time. Can you believe what they do?
Cryptographer tried to implement a program with 100000000 lines of code using FHE.

You won’t believe what happened next!
Are you stuck in an infinite loop?

- NO
- YES
Renowned cryptographer shares secret to achieve fame and glory and eternal life.
PUBLISH OR PERISH

WikiLeaks
This paper is not a joke. You may laugh, but you shouldn’t.

It’s quite horrifying.
One joke study from 2007 on the energy expenditure of adolescents playing video games has been cited about 500 times since then, according to a Google Scholar estimate.
When you read these 19 shocking paper facts:

You’ll change the way you review papers forever!
Try to be kind and helpful
Try to be kind and helpful
Try to be kind and helpful
....
Try to be kind and helpful
Here’s a paycheck for a McDonald’s researcher. And here’s my jaw dropping to the floor.
What This Ugly Little Bird Can Do To Survive Is Actually Pretty Genius
Best talk you will ever witness:

Modes of operation for computing on encrypted data

You won’t believe who approves!

Tomorrow